1994–2015: 21 Years of Achievements

Characterising the genetic contribution
to type 2 diabetes
Using GWAS data for fasting
glycemic traits in non-diabetic
individuals gathered by the
MAGIC consortium, we can
place each T2D risk locus
along axes that measure its
effect on insulin secretion
and/or action

Rates of T2D are escalating worldwide,
especially in low- and middle-income
countries. In Mauritius, for example, almost
half of adults have diabetes or prediabetes

T2D diabetes research is
a global endeavour. Our
collaborative network extends
to countries across the world

As of 2015, the tally of confirmed
and published T2D risk loci has
reached 85, with dozens more now
confirmed but yet to be published

Using protein-protein interaction maps, functional
connections can be established between the
genes that map within GWAS loci: in this case,
these highlight enriched networks associated
with the CREBBP transcription factor, and
adipocytokine signalling

WHAT WAS KNOWN

WHAT THIS ADDS

n Type 2 diabetes (T2D) represents a major challenge

n We have over the past 8 years led, or contributed to,

n Twin and family studies highlight the genetic

n We have comprehensively catalogued the

to global health, but poor understanding of the
mechanisms responsible frustrates efforts to
develop more effective approaches to prevention
and treatment
contribution to individual risk of T2D

n Before the advent of genome wide association

approaches, efforts to identify T2D risk variants had
been dominated by spurious claims of association
generated from underpowered studies. Only a
handful of robust associations had been reported

WHAT WE DID
n We performed a series of progressively larger

and better-powered genome wide association
analyses, starting with 2000 T2D cases as part
of the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium

n We developed methodological and collaborative

strategies for combining genome wide data from
multiple such studies, culminating in ongoing
efforts that involve over 1 million individuals
from a diversity of ethnic groups

n We have used these findings to derive biological

insights into T2D pathogenesis, for example,
through integration with information on the
position of regulatory elements we have
gathered from human islets

efforts that have resulted in the discovery of around
two-thirds of the ~80 T2D risk loci now confirmed;
these collectively explain ~10% of individual risk of
type 2 diabetes

contribution of common variants to T2D
predisposition and demonstrated that most common
variant signals influence T2D risk across all major
ethnic groups

n We have shown that most T2D risk loci exert their

effects through a predominant action on insulin
secretion, with only a minority acting via insulin
action

n We have demonstrated substantial overlap with

genes implicated in monogenic forms of diabetes,
and with those which encode proteins which are the
therapeutic targets of existing diabetes medication

n At many of these loci (including KLF14, MTNR1B,

PAM, ZMIZ1), we have made substantial progress
towards elaborating the specific mechanisms
through which these variants exert their
metabolic effects
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